Assessing Narrativism
Young Researchers’ Meeting in the Philosophy of History and Historiography
University of Oulu
June 4, 2015

Programme

Venue: HU106, Faculty of Humanities, University of Oulu

10.00-11.00  Jorma Kalela (Turku): How to Assess a History
11.00-11.15  Coffee break
11.15-12.00  Anton Froeyman (Ghent): Never the Twain Shall Meet? How Narrativism and Experience can be Reconciled by Dialogical Ethics
12.00-12.45  Zoltán Boldizsár Simon (Bielefeld): On the Difference between Experience and Experientiality
12.45-13.30  Lunch break
13.30-14.15  Michael J. Kelly (Leeds): Voiding History: Speculative Objectivity and the Anti-Historical Figure of Postnarrativity
14.15-15.00  Eugen Zeleňák (Ruzomberok): Narrativism and the Roles of the Past
15.00-15.15  Coffee break
15.15-16.00  Ilkka Lähteenmäki (Oulu): Constructing Historical Worlds
16.00-16.45  Helena Hammond (Roehampton): Narrativism, Antivisualism, and their Discontents or, the Unexpected Resurgence of History
16.45-17.00  Coffee break
17.00-18.00  Paul Roth (California Santa Cruz): Reviving the Philosophy of History

Preceded by book launches, June 3, at 17.00: Kari Väyrynen and Jarmo Pulkkinen (eds.): Historian filosofia (Vastapaino); Jouni-Matti Kuukkanen: Postnarrativist Philosophy of Historiography (Palgrave). Location: TurusenSaha, Kulttuurisali, Pikisaarentie 10, 90100 Oulu

Organised by The Oulu Centre for Theoretical and Philosophical Studies of History (http://www.oulu.fi/centreforphilosophyofhistory/) in co-operation with Philosophies of History (http://philosophiesofhistory.blogspot.co.uk/)

Participation is free for everyone. Please register by May 29: ilkka.o.lahteenmaki@oulu.fi